In a previous work l ) we have introduced a formalism that relates the vacuum definition, for quantum fields in curved space-time, with the problem of renormalization. The formalism has been developed up to one loop order. However, it can be extended in principle to higher orders. We consider the Robertson-Walker metrics only, as a first step toward a more general case. The problem in the RobertsonWalker metrics is not trivial, as we can see in Ref. 1) , because the vacuum definition and cancellation of the infinities leads, in general, to inconsistencies.
Let us review the standard scheme of renormalization,2) which consists in the cancellation of the infinities in the effective gravitational action, i.e., (I-I) where n denotes the dimension of the space-time. There is a physical justification for that method, because as is shown in Ref. 2) , the divergence of the Lagrangian density L d1v can be expressed by means of Schwinger-De Witt (S. D.) expansions, as a sum of geometric terms multiplied by coefficients that tend to infinity in the limit n .... 4 . However those terms are also present in L eff, then we can consider the substraction in (I-I) as a redefinition of the arbitrary constants of the effective action. But some arbitrariness still remains: namely, the vacuum associated with the expansion of the effective action. Let us remember that the effective action can be expressed in the form where G-(x, x') is the Feynman kernel. In a similar way we can also use the Green kernel GI(X, x') (see Ref. 3)), G-can be represented by some quantum operator acting on a vacuum state. (The kernel G-is a functional of the GI, which has the same arbitrariness in its definition related also with the arbitrariness of the vacuum definition. 4 ) Moreover not all the vacua are consistent with the re~ormalization procedure (d. Ref. 5) , and bibliography there in). However there is another procedure to study the cancellation of divergences (d. Ref. 1) ). In the present work we will study such cancellation in the vacuum expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor (d. Eq. (3'1)), instead of the effective action method. Both methods are completely equivalent, as we can see from Ref. (the same for the in vacuum). Then it is enough to eliminate the divergences of the vacuum expectation value to renormalize. We can then express the renormalizability condition by the hypothesis HI:
"The vacuum definition must ensure the absorption of the infinities coming from the vacuum expectation value of the energy momentum tensor".
Instead of labeling the vacuum states by lout, 0> and lin, 0> let us use the notation Ir,O> and 1r',0>, where t=r, r' (constants), are the space-like hypersurfaces corresponding to the initial "in" state and final "out" state, these symbols having a meaning similar to that of field theory in fiat space-time. But in curved space-time, we do not have a good particle definition for the whole space-time manifold.
In order to implement the study of the divergences, we can decompose the vacuum expectation value of the energy momentum tensor in the form:
where the first term on the right-hand side, called the vacuum polarization term, is local. Its divergent parts are absorbed, as is shown for the R. W. metrics and scalar fields with minimal or conformal coupling and for massive vector fields, by a redefinition of the coefficients of the gravitational effective action. The non-local second term, on the rigD.t-hand side of Eq. (1'3), depends on the vacua at rand r'.
The symbol: :,' denotes normal ordering*) on the hyperstirface t = r'. This term is called the particle creation term, which turns out to be finite if we choose the proper vacuum (e.g., the one related to the S. D. expansion). That is why as we have noted before, the infinities can be absorbed by redefining the bare constants if the vacuum *) To define this normal ordering we assume that creation and annihilation operators are defined now on the Cauchy hypersurface r=constant we shall see now below. is properly chosen. Hovyever if we introduce the following hypothesis HZ: "The vacuum must be the state of minimal energy", the term of particle creation is infinite. 4 ) The two hypotheses are therefore incompatible. But we also know that the second hypothesis allows us to extend the particle concept to C. S. T., while the first one is absolutely necessary to obtain a predictive theory. Moreover, for the R. W. metric, the equivalence between the adiabatic and S. D. expansions is shown in Ref. Z). These expansions are related to the corresponding vacuum definition (d. § 3, below) .
In the present work we will prove the existence of a global criterion to choose a family of vacua consistent with hypothesis HI. To introduce that criterion we need the usual formalism of quantum field theory. It is known that a free field <p(x) can be expanded in terms of creation and annihilation operators ali rt , ak', related to the· vacuum defined at t = r as in the form
where {1>k*'}U{1>k'} is a basis of solutions of the field eqtration OW/O<P=O, which is defined by means of the boundary conditions on 1> k' and ¢ k 'at the hypersurface t = r..
Clearly due to the invariance under. the change of representation we have the correspondence {ak', ak,t}¢:>{1>k', 1>k*'} between spaces of operators and the space of solutions of the field equation. The function 1>', for the R-W metric, can be written as
where Qk' = Qk' (t) is the analogue of the frequency of a plane wave in the Minkowskian space-time. The boundary conditions (Cauchy data) are imposed on the function Q k '. We will call the Schwinger-De Witt (S.D.) vacuum to that which is defined by the following boundary conditions on the Cauchy data for Q'(t) function: 
where fer) is an arbitrary function, as in the paper/ J with the asymptotic property
where R1lJI7(J is the Riemann tensor. We will call condition (1-7) the hyphothesis H3. We know that the intersection between the set of vacua that satisfy HI and the set of the ones that satisfy H3 is not an empty set (HI n H3,*O) because therzeroth order S.D. vacuum belongs to HI n H3. We want to know if there are other vacua that satisfy the hypotheses HI and H3 (this is studied in § 2). This will be our first attempt to relax H2. The second attempt will be to introduce a new hypothesis H4, i.e., the one that defines the vacua associated to covariant renormalization. In fact the renormalization method must be covariant. Using point splitting renormalization we can prove that this hypothesis fixes all the unknown coefficients of the analytical terms of the adiabatic expansion. We want to know also if H4 n H3,*O (this fact is studied in § 3). Finally, in § 4, we will change the condition (1-8) a little, looking for a minimization condition for some "ad hoc" quantity which also has the correct Minkowskian limit (hypothesis H5), and investigate if H5 n H3,*O.
In § 5 we will draw our main conclusions. None of hypotheses H3~ H5 are completely satisfactory but they can be considered as a pedagogical introduction to understand the main difficulties of ·the problem that will be overcome in Part II. They can also be considered as a catalogue because almost all vacua that can be found in the literature are related to one of these hypotheses.
We use the notation and formalism of Ref.
2). A preliminary version of this work can be found in Ref. 6 ). § 2_ A family of instantaneous vacua that satisfy the "Fundamental Hypothesis"
In Ref. 1) (Eqs. (2-17a) and (2-17b)), we proposed for the Cauchy data in order to define the vacuum, the following parametrization in the R-W metric:
These are the most general expressions with the correct Minkowskian limit. The y, a and s are dimensionless ·coefficients.
Our new hypothesis to define an instantaneous vacuum is H3: "There exists a function fe/t), such that we can choose the Cauchy data for Q6', as
We have introduced in (2 'lb) an index (J which represents the field and the mode considered: (J= ~ (coupling) if the field is scalar and (J= L, T for the longitudinal and transversal modes for the massive vector field (d. Ref.
1)).
We have the following restrictions on the parameters to fulfill Eq. (2'lb):
ro=l, sl=-I; rZ=~6'-1/6, s4=rz/2, In Ref. 1) we have demonstrated that a statement equivalent to HI is to choose the vacuum in such a way that:
i) The divergencies of the polarization component of the energy-momentum tensor are absorbed. ii) The non-local contribution of the energy-momentum tensor is finite.
Let us first show that ii) is fulfilled by H3. We shall now develop an iterative method to calculate the non-local contribution of the expression Now it is useful to get the explicit form for 1.812. If we differentiate Eq. (2-4) with respect to time, we can deduce the 1.81 2 function from the system of equations
<0, rITI'l/(r')IO, r>=<O, rl:TI'l/(r'h,IO, r>+<O, r'ITI'l/(r')IO, r'>
Moreover using Eq. (1-5) and removing 1.81 2 from the sy~tem of equations above, we obtain
So we need to know QI1T(rf), with r-=l=-rf. We shall write Q l1 t as (2-7)
Then in order to satisfy the hypothesis H3, it is necessary that 
(2'11e) 
Calling qt1= Qt1 (2) k4 it is easy to prove, using the expression (2' 6), that (2·13) From Eqs. (2 ·12) and (2 ·13) we can reobtain the results of the S.D. vacua for the transversal and longitudinal modes of a massive vector field (see Refs. 5) and 6)). As in Ref. 5) it is easy to prove that 1.B12from (2·13) is propOl:tional to llk 6 • Thus, using the equivalence (2· 5) we have proved, that the family of vacua characterized by the H3 hypothesis also satisfies condition (i0 of hypothesis HI.
From Eq. (2'12) we can see that for massless and conformal scalar field, the particle creation term is zero (at the order considered). Clearly this fact shows the loss of information due to the choice of the adiabatic vacuum. Generalizing to four dimensions the calculation performed in Ref.
2), page 60, wecan prove that particle creation for massless and conformal field is different from zero.
On the other hand the restrictions that the model imposes are consistent with the condition (0 coming from the HI hypothesis. In Ref 
where the contribution of the longitudinal and transversal modes is shown in the following set of equations:
6(O)=6L(O)+26T(O).
For Eqs. (15) we see that all the constants must be dressed, because there is not an explicit coupling constant that we can change, as in the scalar case.
In both cases there are still a set of free parameters {aI, a2, Y3, Y4, Ys, Y6, Y7} that give us a family of vacua that satisfy the hypotheses HI and H3. A popular choice (because the temporal part of the field satisfies an oscillator equation with frequency k 2 pq) is to take l q =O in Eq. (2·3), then we have
It is clear that the choice (2·16) corresponds to the zeroth S. D. -order for the Cauchy data. This possibility was studied in Refs. 4) and 5). Anyhow we do not see a II?-ore natural way to fix the parameter of Eq. (2·3), and the one proposed by this equation (2 ·16) seems a very primitive one. Thus we cannot follow the way opened by H3 any further. In the next section we will follow a more refined approach and we shall obtain the values of the parameters associated to the Schwinger-DeWitt propagator for massive fields (spin zero and one cases). § 
The vacuum model and the covariance hypothesis
In the last section in fact, the problem about the vacuum definition was explained in an extended way. Different vacua were introduced via a set of parameters. In this section we will see that the Schwinger-De Witt vacuum turns out to be just one of this vacua. In ordinary quantum field theory in fiat space-time, the differences with other vacua disappear because RP.vqA --> O.
As we have seen from Eqs. (2 ·14) and (2 ·15), not all the coefficients of the divergent part of the energy were fixed by H3. Then we invoke a new hypothesis in order to fix all the coefficients that still remain free. In fact, a natural one is:
H4: "The definition of the constants in the effective action must be done in a covariant way". So we will use a covariant renormalization method valid for any metric, applying it to the particular case of the R-W universe. One of the covariant procedures is the point-splitting method (see Refs. 7) and 8». In this method the expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor is expressed as a functional of the Green's functions in the coincidence limit. Precisely we know that: i) For the scalar field the vacuum expectation value of the Energy-Momentum
Tensor can be written as
where Gl' is defined by
which is the generalization of the biscalar function LMx, x') of flat space-time.
Gl'(X, x'), defined by (3·2), fulfills then the conditions (see Ref. 9».
1) Gl'(X, X')=Gl*'(X, x'),

II) Gl'(X, X')=Gl'(X', x),
III) (D-m2-~R)Gl'(X, x')=O,
IV) G(x, x')=-i<Gl'(X, x"); Gl'(X', x"»,
where < , > is the inner Klein-Gordon product defined by
This product is hermitian and independent of the hypersurface l: if rp and cP are solutions of Eq. (3·3c).
The four conditions given above are not enough to determine the kernel Gl '(x, x') completely. We can choose a particular kernel by choosing of a particular basis, cPk'(X) as we can see in the definition (3·2).
Moreover, we can relate Gl ,(x, x') with the covariant expansions of the Schwinger-De Witt (S.D.), (3·4) where
FI(P)(x, x')=( -)l.,j1/2 a /P)(X, x').
As is well known the coefficients al(P) are obtained by iteration using the equation· ( 
JPaWl,P+(j + l)aWI =L1-1/2(L11/2a}P»"; P-j<PJa}p)(x, x')
with 6(X, x')=s2/2 the geodesic biscalar, where { ° for spin zero, with minimal coupling, (p=O, ~=O) j<P>== R/6 for spin zero, with conformal coupling, (p=O, ~=1/6) R,}' for spin one, (P= 1) .
aP>(x, x')={aj(x, x') is biscalar for spin zero (p=O);
ajl'v(x, x') is bivector for spin one (P=l)}.
The zeroth coefficient, in order to reproduce the behaviour of the flat kernel, must be
rl'V' x, x ; t e transport ·lvector, or spm one.
LI=LI(x, x') is the Van Vleck determinant,
LI(x, x')=g-l/2(x)D(x, X')g-l/2(X')
with Then, if we impose H3 and H4, due to the coincidence between the parametrized forms (2 0 1a) and (3 0 8), we obtain (3 0 9) Again, the first two parameters are coincident with those from hypothesis HI. The first eight ones are coincident with those from hypothesis H3. But now the remaining parameters are also fixed. Therefore Hl:::2 H3:::2 H4.
D(x, x')=-det( -6;l'v') ' g=det( -gl'v),
Also we can express the flat space-time kernel LIl(s) as a function of the geodesic distances
We can do the same analysis for the vector field.
ii) Massive vectorial field
The energy expectation value for this case is As can be seen from Eq. (3·10), the formal structure of energy-momentum tensor depends on which bivectorial kernel X{P1Ax, x') we choose. Moreover the kernel depends on the vacuum model.
The minimal hypothesis for choosing good kernels (see Ref. 9» are
where L1(l) cpu = L1(O) cpu-RuPcpp is the de Rham Laplacian operator and
The product that appears in Eq. (3·11d) is defined by
The functional form of this product is invariant under changes of surface 1:. This makes X w , given by Eq. (3 ·11d) to be independent of r. Really the condition IV tells us that Xpu' must be the kernel d~fined by the commutator of the fields
Xw(x, x')=<ol[cpp(x), CPu,(x')]lo>
(for any vacuum) and the kernel X IW is defined by the anticomm:utator
X{w(x, x')=<O, r1{cpp(x), CPu,(x')}IO, r>.
In the Proca theory, the field satisfies the equation 17) where GD .. u' is any bivectorial kernel that satisfies Eq. (3'l1c) (not necessarily Eq. (3 '16), either) and Gl any biscalar kernel that satisfies Eq. (3· 2c) with ~=O.
In particular we shall choose the kernels obtained by S.D. expansion; which are the G[~~;D.) and Gr'(S.D.) obtained from Eq.(3·4). Using the coefficients, which correspond to the scalar field with minimal coupling (~=O) and the vector one, respectively. Then we obtain (see Ref 
. e m2 r;; -2a} .
The adiabatic expansions (3'18), as we showed in Ref. 5), can be obtained,by replacing the W.K.B. approximate solutions, of Eq. (3'14) , in Eq. (3'13) (using the separation in time and space dependent factors in the form ¢>k.,.=!.,.
[QI.,.(t)]expik·x).
We compute the expansion (3 ·18) up to second adiabatic order only, because it is enough to study the divergent terms, avoiding an unnecessary and tedious calculation.
The Cauchy data for the transversal and longitudinal modes, characterized by (J index, are (3'19a) (3'19b) Then the coefficients introduced in (2'la) are fixed according to (3·20)
The parameters (3·20) for (]= T, are equal to those of Eq. (3'9) for ~=1!6. As th~ equation for Q T is the same as the one for the scalar field with conformal coupling, the other parameters must be equal, too.
For the longitudinal mode QL, up to the fourth adiabatic order, reads
Then we have
Y3L=0, Y4L=0, YSL=I/144 , YSL=I/4, Y7L=I/Z4.
Thus H4 yields all the parameters. Nevertheless it is not a complete and satisfactory solution of the problem.
i) It is not complete because, even if we could compute all the analytic terms of the expansion using H4, we cannot obtain the non analytic term using this method. (This non analytical term produces all the thermal spectra that can be found in the literature and are studied in Ref . 7)).
ii) It is not completely satisfactory because we must abarldon HZ, the ground state hypothesis, that is, in fact, a well based physical hypotheses and introduce H4, which is compatible with HZ only in a few particular cases (d. Ref . 1)). Really we havelthe feeling that the theory will be complete with a hypothesis like HZ with some modifications. The vacuum must surely be the ground state, probably not the state of minimal energy, but the minimal state of something. On the contrary, H4 has a completely different origin, and we believe that a global minimization hypothesis must be introduced to complete the scenario. We will follow this idea in the next section. § 4.
Modified minimization criterion
In this section we shall insist on a minimization criterion compatible with hypothesis HI.
The physical motivation to choose the vacuum, via energy minimization, is a natural generalization of a flat-space time idea. But, as we know, in curved spacetime, the energy is ill-defined. Thus we resign ourselves to using en~gy as the integral of the 0, 0 component of the energy-momentum tensor, which haslthe correct flat limit (for the covariant version of this statement see Refs. 14) and 15)).
But we can as well define another tensor with the same flat limit and minimize this new quantity. In this way this new HZ, that we shall call H5, can be compatible with the HI hypothesis. Logically the new tensor. should have a structure similar to that of the old Tpv. Therefore it is natural to define a new action SMEM (Modified Energy Minimization), as (4'1) where A, M and B are arbitrary constants, and also to define the new E. M. T. as On the other hand the field equation remains the usual one obtained from the usual action S=SMEM (A=I, M=m, B=~ (arbitrary coupling)). Therefore we have (4'3) i.e., we change the quantity to minimize but we do not change neither the action nor the field equation of the theory.
Repeating the standard method of second quantization, we can obtain the expectation value of ncI EM in terms of the orthonormal solutions to (4·3). For the R-W metrics we have
The new hypothesis is H5:
"The vacuum is the quantum state that minimizes quantity (4'4)".
The Cauchy data for [2 (4'9) where S(';=1/6) is the conformal scalar field action. We also know that the reGiprocal is true; if S is the conformal scalar field action then the Cauchy data, from the minimization of the energy, are compatible with HI. Equation (4·9) shows that SMEM must necessarily be proportional to S(';=1/6) if we want compatibility between renormalizability and minimization, i.e., between HI and H5.
The Cauchy data (4'5) for an arbitrary space-like surface, labelled with t= r, turn out to be . QT(MEM)(r)=cv(r), From Eq. (4·14) we can see that it is not possible to absorb, by redefining constants, the terms that make both vacua different. Then the vacua IO)(S.D.) and IO)(MEM) are not equivalent. Being IO)(S.D.) the vacuum obtained via the De WittSchwinger covariant method we can conclude that most likely IO)(MEM) cannot be obtained by a covariant procedure. That is to say, we do not know if H5 will yield a vacuum compatible with HI in a general geometry. We will try to answer this question in the future.
Besides the implementation of H5 for other spins is not easy. For example, in the spin one case working in Robertson-Walker; it is not possible to give the same vacuum definition for the two polarization modes simultaneously, i.e., we need different coefficients A, M2 and B for the two modes. § 5. Conclusions 1) i) In hypothesis H3 we have introduced an arbitrary function jet) and its derivative j (t) that define the vacuum at each time. It was possible to write jCt) in a parametrized way getting a family of vacua such that the local infinities coming from the V.E.V. of the E.M.T. cancel.
ii) The non-local term (or the particle creation term) was calculated by use of hypothesis H3. The field equation was solved by an iterative method, order by order in powers of k. Hypothesis H3 then gave us the adiabatic vacuum, and therefore the particle creation term was finite. In this process the non analytic terms (which are finite) were lost.
2)
The vacua coming from the Schwinger-DeWitt expansion belong to the set of vacua defined by the hypotheses HI and H3 both for the scalar and vector fields. Therefore the vacuum associated to the covariant renormalization belongs to the . set of vacua introduced before.
3)
Finally, the M.E.M. criterion gives a trivial result for the scalar field: It is . only valid for the conformal case. It also gives inconsistencies for the vector field.
Anyhow we believe that the study of this approach is just the beginning and must be developed further on, as we shall do in Part II where most of the problems stated will be solved. 
where we have called K(f the temporal part for both the fields, this function satisfies the equation 
Appendix B
We introduce a generalization of the theorem proved in Ref. 5 ). 
